gal in the demarcated region of Vinho Verde, specifically in the sub-region of Monção and Melgaço.
Rich in water resources and protected by a series
of hills and valleys that create the precipitation,
temperature and hours of sunshine needed to
better grape maturation of Alvarinho, allow the
subregion to present Alvarinho´s DOC excellence
and unique qualities in the world.

THE VINEYARDS

THE SUB-REGION

Quinta de Santiago is located northwest of Portu-

z“The terroir of this our sub-region is unique
in the world and was decisive for the investment on Alvarinho caste. The combination of
a micro-climate marked by the proximity of
the river, excellent exposure, the particularity of our clay loam soil with pebbles and the
existence of natural water for irrigation were
instrumental in the decision to proceed with
the Quinta de Santiago´s project since that
nature gave us the best. “
In 2009 began a major restructuring at Quinta
tives the production of Alvarinho varietal and

Quinta de Santiago is owned by the family

the use of planting and cultivation systems

since 1899. In 2009, the determination and

that allow a better vegetative development. The

passion for wine of the children and grandchil-

new vineyards were planted in clearly defined

dren and the then owner, the “Grandmother”

areas, breaking with the tradition of mixing

Maria Santiago, the three generations of the

different castes in the same plot;

Santiago family, was born the Quinta Santiago

Current 6,5ha of vines, planted between the

project “boutique winery “, combining tradi-

years 2005 and 2013, has a south east exposure

tion and knowledge of the older generation

and are situated on a gentle slope (2- 5%), a 50-

to modernity and enthusiasm of the younger

100 m above sea level.

generation.

The homogenization of treatment times,

Focused on the production of premium wines,

maturation and harvesting, improved process

expresses the characteristics of the terroir

efficiency and adoption promotion practices

while reflecting the personality of this variety

of biodiversity in the vineyard ecosystem,

indigenous portuguese Alvarinho.

promoting the maintenance of existing flora

A philosophy that allows to know and passion-

and fauna reflect in a very constant production

ately control every moment of grape produc-

quality, controllable, and cost-effective.

tion and wine, each vine, each bottle, ensuring
a unique product and carefully created until
the packaging..
The Quinta Santiago wine released in 2012 were
already in honor of Grandma Maria Santiago,
matriarch of the family that so much knowledge and so many stories left us in the production of Alvarinho and we try to preserve those
memories on each bottle.
www.quintadesantiago.pt
www.facebook.com/quintadesantiagoalvarinho		
joanasantiago@quintadesantiago.pt

FAMILY

QUINTA DE SANTIAGO

de Santiago´s vineyards, having as main objec-

